I.. Introduction {#sec1}
================

It is estimated that by 2030, greater than two-thirds of new cancer cases will occur in low- and middle-income countries (LMICs) (GLOBOCAN 2012). To mitigate this drastic shift in cancer burden, a range of cancer control and treatment strategies must be actively pursued to address this challenge. However, the response of the global research community to the growing cancer burden has been relatively limited compared to other disease areas in global health. Foundational to strengthening cancer care delivery is the successful development and implementation of appropriately designed, affordable technologies for cancer diagnosis and treatment that can improve both access to care and patient outcomes.

Access to point-of-care technologies (POCTs), devices used at or near the time and place of patient presentation, can revolutionize delivery of cancer care in settings with limited health infrastructure. Attractive features of POCTs include a lower-cost, increased durability, and more streamlined approaches that are useful to providers practicing outside of traditional clinical settings. Technologies adapted to low-resource settings therefore have the potential to reduce cancer disparities by increasing widespread access to higher efficacy care.

Although advances in POC cancer technology are relatively underexploited, early successes show that the field has significant potential to contribute to improving cancer detection, diagnosis, and treatment in LMICs. This paper presents the state of POCT development for cancer care in LMICs, with an emphasis on imaging tools, *in vitro* diagnostics, and treatment technologies.

II.. Imaging Technologies for the Detection and Diagnosis of Cancer {#sec2}
===================================================================

Imaging plays a central role across the comprehensive cancer care spectrum from screening, to early detection and diagnosis, through treatment and follow-up. The ability to non- or minimally-invasively visualize anatomy and physiology empowers healthcare teams in providing optimal care to patients. It reduces unnecessary treatment and further testing, especially in already overburdened medical systems. Therefore, the development of affordable, robust imaging technologies for use in resource-limited settings is an essential component of global cancer control efforts.

A.. Ultrasound {#sec2a}
--------------

Versatile, portable, and low cost, ultrasound's value in cancer care is currently being evaluated as a common imaging modality for diagnosis and disease staging in low-resource settings [@ref1]. Additionally, POC ultrasound capability can enhance or introduce new methods of sample collection previously unavailable in low-resource settings.

The use of ultrasound has been shown to augment breast cancer diagnosis by mammography, particularly for women with dense breast tissue [@ref2]--[@ref3][@ref4][@ref5], and evidence continues to grow for the use of ultrasound as a primary modality of breast cancer diagnosis in resource-limited settings, including the use of ultrasound-guided fine needle aspiration [@ref6]--[@ref7][@ref8]. Ultrasound is also used to guide targeted biopsies for prostate cancer diagnosis as well, lowering cost and overtreatment [@ref9]. Additionally, as the development of promising, low-cost contrast agents for image-guided therapeutics continues, ultrasound has the potential to play a role in targeted treatment and disease monitoring [@ref10].

Hardware modifications to improve portability, enhance simplicity of use, and reduce cost have helped promote the use of ultrasound devices in LMICs. There are now several products on the market that have taken such considerations into account with promising results, demonstrating that compact ultrasound can improve primary care and can be used by healthcare workers with a range of training levels [@ref11], [@ref12]. The average cost of a traditional ultrasound system, approximately \$101,865 in 2016 (ECRI Institute 2016 Technology Price Index), is often prohibitive for health systems in LMICs. Companies are recognizing this barrier and developing low-cost models. GE Healthcare's VSCAN Ultrasound line includes the VSCAN Mobile Pocket Ultrasound and the VSCAN Access, which are both priced more than an order of magnitude lower than traditional systems. SonoScape's portable ultrasound models offer comparable price points. Additionally, MobiSante's MobiUS SP1 and TC2 Systems offer smartphone and tablet-based ultrasound capabilities, respectively, for further portability and proven utility in a range of settings for a variety of clinical applications [@ref13]--[@ref14][@ref15]. Captured in [Table 1](#table1){ref-type="table"}, these lower-cost options for portable ultrasound offer accessible alternatives for health systems in LMICs.TABLE 1A Comparison of Technologies Mentioned in this Paper Solely as Exemplars of Pre-Commercial or Commercial Devices/Assays Being Tested in LMIC Settings. Table Compares Training Levels Required, Sample or Clinical Preparation Requirements, Times to Result or Lengths of Procedure, Materials/Disposables, Power Requirements, and Primary Locations of Use. Note that this Table Only Highlights Some of the Technologies Mentioned in this Paper and is not Intended to be an Exhaustive List of POCTs for Cancer CareTechTraining Level RequiredSample or Clinical PreparationTime to Result or Length of ProcedureMaterials/ DisposablesPower RequirementsPrimary Location of UseImaging ToolsUltrasoundPortable ultrasoundMidlevel provider, GPMinimalReal-time, with image storageUltrasound GelRechargeable batteryField, ClinicOptical ImagingHigh Resolution Microendoscope [@ref29]--[@ref30][@ref31][@ref32]Midlevel provider, GP$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ tissue stainingReal-time, with image analysis and storageFluorescent stainRechargeable batteryField, Clinic, HospitalMobile colposcopy [@ref39], [@ref40]Midlevel providerMinimalReal-time, with image storageAcetic acidRechargeable batteryField, ClinicField-ready microscopes [@ref43], [@ref44]Trained lab technicianVariable -- sample dependentReal-timeSlides, objectives, illumination, illuminating mirrorRechargeable batteryField, LaboratoryMobile phone mounted microscope attachments [@ref50], [@ref51]Midlevel providerVariable -- sample dependentReal-time, with image analysisFluorescent stainRelies on user phone batteryFieldLens-free, cellphone holographic microscope attachment [@ref52]Trained lab technicianVariable -- sample dependentReal-time, with image reconstructionCellphone camera with at least 5 Megapixel RGB sensorRechargeable batteryField, LaboratorySmartphone based chip-scale microscope [@ref53]Trained lab technicianVariable -- sample dependentReal-time, with image reconstruction and storageSmartphone with built-in cameraRelies on user phone batteryFieldHandheld, spectral domain OCT instrument [@ref59]GPMinimalReal-time, with image storageComputer, computer monitorElectricityClinicNuclear ImagingC-ARM/3D rotational x-ray [@ref62], [@ref63]Trained technicianCalibrationReal-timeRadiation protection equipmentElectricityClinic, HospitalTreatment ToolsScreen-and-TreatModified gas cryotherapy [@ref104]Midlevel providerMinimal\<1 hourCO~2~ gas tank, autoclaved probe tipCO~2~ gasField, ClinicGasless cryotherapy [@ref105]Midlevel providerMinimal\<1 hourEthanol, autoclaved probe tips and sheathesRechargeable batteryField, ClinicPortable thermocoagulator [@ref107], [@ref109]Midlevel providerMinimal\<1 hourElectrical unit, instrument cable, autoclaved probeRechargeable batteryField, Clinic

The advent of low-cost ultrasound hardware has prompted alongside it the development of pathology-driven, clinically applicable image analysis software such as computer-aided detection and diagnosis (CADD) and image guided evaluation tools designed specifically for cancer care. Supplementing innovations in hardware by layering on disease-specific, image analysis tools provides an opportunity for improved cancer care in resource-limited settings by decreasing the cost and expertise required for accurate cancer diagnoses and staging [@ref16], [@ref17]. Continued enhancement of image analysis algorithms has decreased false positive rates and unnecessary biopsies, particularly in breast cancer diagnostics [@ref7], [@ref18]. These tools complement a trend towards task-shifting in cancer care, enabling alternate sectors of the healthcare workforce such as primary care providers, nurses, or community health workers to share the workload of over-burdened specialists [@ref19], for example: •Computer-based algorithms combine a human image reading with a machine learning methodology as a second reader to augment early detection strategies for breast cancer [@ref20].•Elastography techniques draw on radiofrequency data of ultrasound readings to calculate tissue elasticity and determine stage status for cervical and prostate cancers with minimal additional equipment or training [@ref21].•Educational programs, in conjunction with these ultrasound innovations, enhance the early detection of cancer by primary care practitioners and mid-level community healthcare workers [@ref22], [@ref23]. While the use of ultrasound in cancer diagnostics is currently limited in low-resource settings, previous successes of ultrasound integration into primary and maternal care in these environments offer a pathway for increasing its use in cancer care. If appropriate modifications in hardware and software continue to enter the wider market, low-cost and user-friendly ultrasound technology could play an increasingly important role in cancer diagnosis and treatment modalities.

B.. Optical Imaging Technologies {#sec2b}
--------------------------------

Optical imaging technology allows physicians to non-invasively examine organs and tissues at the cellular and molecular level. The technique generates images using non-ionizing radiation, including visible, ultraviolet, and infrared light, and these images can then be used in real-time to diagnose and treat disease.

Particularly relevant to cancer care, optical imaging tools are safe, fast, and versatile: useful for repeated procedures to evaluate disease progression and monitor treatment [@ref24]. Rapid, POC imaging, coupled with image-analysis software and proper training programs, can change the landscape of cancer staging and diagnosis in settings where a lack of pathology services has created a bottleneck in clinical workflows. Access to pathology expertise can be as limited as 1 pathologist per 5,000,000 people in extremely low-resourced settings [@ref25]. Novel optical tools, combined with image analysis algorithms, can enhance capacity for traditional pathology services, offer new avenues for digital telepathology, or task-shift roles to primary care providers to improve the early detection of cancer [@ref26].

Among recent advances in optical imaging tools, several technologies have shown great promise for the advancement of cancer care capacity in healthcare systems in LMICs. These tools, summarized in [Table 1](#table1){ref-type="table"}, include portable, low-cost methods for micro-endoscopy, microscopy, and optical coherence tomography.

### 1). High Resolution Micro-Endoscopy (HRME) {#sec2b1}

High-resolution microendoscopy (HRME) allows the user to conduct high-quality, real-time imaging at the cellular level *in vivo* [@ref27], [@ref28]. HRME is therefore becoming an adjunct to established screening modalities to enhance the detection of precancerous and cancerous lesions at multiple sites, including the esophagus, colon, and cervix, as well as the oral cavity and gastrointestinal tract [@ref29]--[@ref30][@ref31][@ref32]. Particularly relevant for low-resource settings where access to traditional pathology services is limited, HRME can become a valuable tool to enhance screen-and-treat programs, especially as the development of smartphone-based image analysis programs bolsters the diagnostic capacity of the imaging modality [@ref25], [@ref33]. For example, an automated frame selection algorithm for HRME images enables fully-automated image analysis at the POC, a particularly important consideration for technologies used in locations where infrastructure and specialized expertise are already limited [@ref32].

In esophageal cancer, while standard imaging techniques such as Lugol's chromoendoscopy (LCE) lack specificity, HRME as an adjunct screening tool enhances the accuracy of LCE in correctly identifying esophageal squamous cell neoplasia, ultimately reducing unnecessary biopsies [@ref34] ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). In colorectal cancer, the combination of HRME with standard white-light colonoscopy can be used to both detect colorectal polyp growth and to differentiate neoplastic and non-neoplastic colorectal polyps [@ref30], [@ref35], again offering providers real-time feedback on lesions that should be biopsied for further analysis [@ref30], [@ref35]. HRME also complements the widespread use of visual inspection with acetic acid (VIA) for cervical cancer screening. Without the need for extensive infrastructure, the tool can be used to deliver mobile care to patients in remote areas, bypassing the need for patients to come to a primary cancer center. Real-time evaluation, diagnosis, and staging of cervical neoplasia using HRME can assist providers in determining the necessity of immediate cryotherapy, improving the efficiency of both mobile and in-clinic see-and-treat approaches and ultimately reducing overtreatment [@ref36], [@ref37]. FIGURE 1.HRME in use during a study of endoscopic screening for esophageal squamous cell carcinoma at the Cancer Institute of the Chinese Academy for Medical Science (CICAMS). Device is seen at the bottom of the photo (arrows).

Due to its application across different conditions, settings, and cancer sites, HRME is an imaging tool poised to facilitate simplified clinical diagnosis, margin determination, and endoscopic therapy for cancers in low-resource settings [@ref29].

### 2). Mobile Colposcopy {#sec2b2}

Colposcopy, an examination of the cervix performed using a magnifying device called a colposcope, allows providers to identify abnormal cervical cells for biopsy and further evaluation [@ref38]. Traditional colposcopy requires a trained provider; adequate equipment, space, and time for a pelvic exam; and a functioning colposcope. Innovative approaches to colposcopy in resource-limited settings, however, have the potential to redefine these requirements. For example, MobileODT is a device that uses image capture to aid providers in improved visualization of cervical cells. It is encased in a hard shell and is battery-powered for enhanced portability [@ref39]. Another example, the POCkeT Colposcope, removes the need for a full pelvic exam with its tampon-like form that enables insertion into the vagina for cervical image capture. By reducing the training level required for use, this option fits well into task-shifting models that empower community-level providers to enhance early detection of cervical abnormalities at the POC [@ref40].

### 3). Low-Cost Microscopy {#sec2b3}

Clinical pathology capacity remains central to the infrastructure necessary to deliver quality diagnostic services to patients in LMICs [@ref41]. As hospital and clinic systems move to bolster pathology capabilities, the availability of low-cost microscopy could reduce the cost prohibitive nature of outfitting a laboratory in low-resource settings. Successful affordable microscopy tools are demonstrating the rugged design, power-source independence, and portability necessary for use in a range of contexts [@ref41], [@ref42].

Low-cost options originally engineered for *Mycobacterium tuberculosis* detection have leveraged advances in light-emitting diodes (LEDs) for fluorescence microscopy. PrimoStar™ iLED, a standalone LED-based fluorescent microscope (FM) designed by the ZEISS and the Foundation for Innovative New Diagnostics, enables switching between fluorescence excitation and brightfield (BF) illumination when examining samples. The simple design includes special eyecups that eliminate the need for a dark room during sample observation (ZEISS, Oberkochen, Germany). PrimoStar™ iLED compared favorably with direct smear microscopy for TB diagnosis, and the speed of slide screening was also substantially faster with LED FM [@ref43]. Another option, the Global Focus microscope is a portable, battery-operated BF and FM with an LED-based flashlight as the light source. The microscope obtained results consistent with a laboratory grade FM in 98.4% of TB cases screened and can be manufactured at a cost of \$240 USD, compared to PrimoStar™ at \$1875 USD [@ref44].

Fluorescence microscopy (FM) techniques are an important modality for the detection, diagnosis, and monitoring of cancer in *ex vivo* tissue samples [@ref45]--[@ref46][@ref47][@ref48]. Adopting and building on the aforementioned low-cost microscopy tools for infectious disease diagnosis can offer laboratories the ability to analyze biopsies at the point-of-care, accelerating decision making and treatment in settings where follow-up can be limited [@ref41].

Additionally, leveraging rapid developments in mobile phone technology can further increase microscopy capabilities while driving costs down. As mobile connectivity and data-sharing become faster, more cost-efficient, and more reliable, the use of mobile platforms for microscopy in low-resource settings can drive innovation in imaging at the point-of-care [@ref49]. Camera-enabled mobile phones offer the opportunity for point-of-care analysis: •Mobile phone-mounted microscope attachments capable of high-resolution clinical light microscopy can be adapted for high-resolution LED-based fluorescent microscopy [@ref50], [@ref51].•Light-weight, holographic microscope attachments to camera units of mobile phones allow lens-free digital microscopy. Samples are vertically illuminated by an LED for imaging by the phone camera. Images are then reconstructed through rapid digital processing for further analysis [@ref52].•Smartphone-based chip-scale microscopes use ambient light sources and rely on the user's hand motion for angular scanning. This design eliminates the need for both lenses and a light source, and can therefore be built by a simple modification of a phone's camera module. In this modality, images are reconstructed into a high-resolution image for analysis [@ref53].

As mobile-phone-based microscopy tools utilize smartphones as a base for the technology, their use will likely become more widespread amongst healthcare providers in low-resource settings. Adapting automatic image analysis platforms or telemedicine programs for mobile use can therefore assist in overcoming subsequent issues of training and expertise shortage [@ref49]. While resource-appropriate microscopy tools will address aspects of these shortages, researchers are also exploring similar mobile-phone adjuncts and lens-free imaging techniques to determine molecular specificity and improve detection and diagnosis of abnormal cellular pathology [@ref54]. Increasing pathology capacity using both microscopy and molecular diagnostics in low-resource settings has the potential to allow for more widespread use of optical biopsy technologies at the point-of-care, enhancing cancer detection and diagnosis by leveraging the extensive pre-existing mobile phone infrastructure.

### 4). Optical Coherence Tomography {#sec2b4}

Optical coherence tomography (OCT) uses light to capture high-resolution, 3D images of unprocessed and unstained biological tissue at the cellular level [@ref55]. Its rising relevance in cancer care spans from detection and diagnosis to treatment monitoring and tumor margin definition [@ref56], [@ref57]. Because of the relatively simple and compact optics used in OCT, these new imaging tools are portable and cost-effective for use at the point-of-care [@ref58]. Particularly in cancer care, the following OCT technologies have emerged as promising diagnostic tools for low-resource settings: •A handheld OCT instrument for use in primary care settings enables early detection of disease using image-based diagnostics. The device not only offers real-time imaging of tissues, but it draws on digital 2D and 3D datasets that can be used to assist with diagnostic decisions [@ref59].•Full-field OCT has been shown to be effective for analysis of *ex vivo* human breast tissue samples, removing the need for tissue staining or preparation in the laboratory setting. This use of OCT could streamline the workflow of laboratory technicians by decreasing the amount of time and expertise necessary to prepare samples for pathology analysis [@ref60].

In addition to detection and diagnosis capabilities, OCT offers improved visualization intraoperatively for providers performing surgical interventions for cancer patients. These tools are discussed in more depth in sections below.

C.. Nuclear Imaging {#sec2c}
-------------------

While nuclear imaging such as computed tomography (CT), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), and positron emission tomography-computed tomography (PET/CT) are widely used in cancer care within high-income settings, there are few options for these types of sectional imaging tools in less-resourced settings. However, digital tomography is a low-cost method for producing sectional images by leveraging digital x-ray technology. It is important to emphasize the relevance of such imaging modalities for their potential to enhance diagnostics and treatment monitoring in hospital settings [@ref61]. While not portable, tools such as cone-beam x-ray CT (CBCT) and C-ARM/3D rotational x-rays are potentially viable options for LMIC health systems, and evidence suggests their utility for head and neck as well as breast imaging [@ref62], [@ref63].

As the infrastructure for cancer care in low- and middle-income countries continues to develop, affordable imaging technologies have the potential to provide healthcare workers with the detection and diagnostic capabilities necessary to improve outcomes. Particularly in medically underserved areas where consistent interactions with the health system are rare, the need for practical, point-of-care imaging is essential as providers face higher attrition rates during patient follow-up. The tools presented here offer an important step forward in this regard, and their potential impact is wide-ranging. However, challenges to implementation and scalability remain, and the careful consideration of these complexities must be addressed for these technologies to deliver optimal quality care.
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*In vitro* diagnostics at the POC have formed the foundation of infectious disease (ID) control in low-resource settings [@ref64], [@ref65]. Their use has improved the diagnosis and subsequent treatment of malaria, parasitic infections, and sexually transmitted diseases by simplifying and reducing the cost of the diagnostic process [@ref64], [@ref66]. As the burden of NCDs continues to rise in LMICs, health systems can leverage the success of diagnostic technologies in ID frameworks by translating these advances into improved diagnostics for cancer care.

A.. Molecular Diagnostics {#sec3a}
-------------------------

In 2012, infection-associated cancers accounted for 15.4% of new cancer cases worldwide. For some countries in sub-Saharan Africa, this number jumps to more than 50%, representing the significant burden of cancers attributable to infections in LMICs [@ref67]. Molecular diagnostics hold great potential for the early detection and diagnosis of infections such as human immunodeficiency virus (HIV), human papillomavirus (HPV), and hepatitis B and C viruses (HBV, HCV) that when identified quickly and accurately can lead to more successful interventions and prevent the development of associated cancers [@ref67].

### 1). Human Immunodeficiency Virus {#sec3a1}

As the HIV/AIDS epidemic evolves, reduced mortality among HIV-positive individuals has led to an increase in the number of both AIDS- and non-AIDS-associated cancers diagnosed each year in HIV-positive patients [@ref68], [@ref69]. These cancers include Kaposi's sarcoma (KS), certain high-grade non-Hodgkin's Lymphomas (NHL), and cervical cancer [@ref69]. Associated with human herpesvirus 8 (HHV8), Epstein-Barr virus (EBV), and HPV infection, respectively, these cancers indicate the onset of clinically significant immunosuppression [@ref70].

POC tools aimed at the early detection of cancer-associated infections in HIV patients could help improve survival by identifying those at highest risk of cancer development, distinguishing between rapid and slow disease progression, and evaluating treatment efficacy [@ref70]. In particular, molecular diagnostics for AIDS-associated infections can improve patient stratification and allow clinicians to select and monitor appropriate treatment regimens [@ref70].

The oncogenic HHV8 plays a causative role in the development of KS [@ref71]. Previously, distinguishing the clinical presentation of KS from bacillary angiomatosis and pyogenic granuloma created diagnostic challenges in settings with limited pathology capacity [@ref72]. A novel colorimetric multiplex system was developed to address this challenge. The test can detect the DNA of each pathogen using nanoparticle aggregation that creates two independent color change reactions depending on the DNA target present in the sample [@ref73]. Because the reactions occur in a single solution, the scheme could potentially be integrated into a microfluidic device for use with solid biopsy samples in the future [@ref73]. While the colorimetric system is designed to detect unamplified DNA, advances have also been made in low-cost, field-deployable qPCR devices. For example, solar energy and mobile phone power can be used as a heat source for the thermal cycling process required for nucleic acid amplification. Using this method, the KS-Detect device demonstrates a complete sample-to-answer system for detecting HHV8 in human skin biopsies [@ref74].

EBV is also classified as a group 1 carcinogen due to its causative role in the development of Burkitt's Lymphoma (BL), a form of rapidly progressing NHL that, while not unique to HIV infection, has high incidence in HIV-positive patients. Notably, EBV also has associations with other NHLs and gastric adenocarcinoma. In EBV-associated cancers, the viral genome is localized within malignant cells. Therefore, low-cost, POC molecular methods of EBV quantification could transform care in settings where the virus is endemic and rapid diagnosis is essential to improving BL outcomes. Particularly in areas where limited access to histopathology services can delay a definitive diagnosis of rapidly advancing BL, recent advances in POC methods to detect clonal IGH gene rearrangement and EBV viral load offer critical shorter turnaround times [@ref75], [@ref76]. The tests can be applied to blood, aspirate, or biopsy samples to support a clinical diagnosis of cancer while awaiting confirmation with cytology or histology results [@ref75]--[@ref76][@ref77]. With further development and validation, these tests have the potential to greatly improve the diagnosis and monitoring of EBV-associated cancers in resource-limited settings.

HIV-positive patients also have higher and faster rates of HPV progression to cervical cancer when compared to immunocompetent groups [@ref78]. For this reason, low-cost molecular diagnostics have the potential to improve early detection rates in high-risk patients, enabling earlier interventions and improved outcomes.

### 2). Human Papillomavirus {#sec3a2}

Because validated protocols exist for the treatment of pre-cancerous cervical lesions in low-resource settings, early detection of infection with high-risk HPV types can greatly limit the number of cases that progress to a cancerous state [@ref79]. Widespread use of visual inspection with acetic acid (VIA) has contributed to improved detection of cervical lesions in low-resource settings, but due to the subjective nature of a visual examination, its sensitivity and specificity remain low [@ref80]. Molecular diagnostics, however, offer great promise for identifying patients at high risk of developing precancerous lesions by enhancing diagnostic accuracy.

Particularly relevant to HPV screening technologies is the trend of cervicovaginal self-sampling tools provided to women at the community level. The need for a direct endocervical specimen obtained by a physician has been a rate-limiting factor for widespread uptake of HPV screening. Self-sampling methods allows clinicians to bypass the need for a pelvic exam, evaluating significantly more women for HPV infection in less time [@ref81]. Additionally, women find self-collection acceptable and even preferable to physician-collection [@ref82]--[@ref83][@ref84]. Several studies have demonstrated similar sensitivities on both self-collected and physician-collected samples when PCR-based HPV tests are used [@ref81], [@ref85]--[@ref86][@ref87][@ref88]. Results indicate that with further validation, PCR-based diagnostic tools could allow self-sampling to become a feasible widespread modality for women unable to participate in clinic-based HPV screening regimens.

### 3). Hepatitis B and Hepatitis C {#sec3a3}

In 2013, viral hepatitis was the seventh leading cause of death worldwide and responsible for 80% of all primary hepatocellular carcinoma cases [@ref89]. Routine HBV and HCV screening has long relied on the detection of surface antigens [@ref90]. However, due to the presence of serologically negative infections and the emergence of escape mutants, nucleic acid amplification assays have been shown to be a more reliable method of HBV/HCV infection detection [@ref91], [@ref92]. The advancement of affordable molecular diagnostics, therefore, can improve HBV/HCV detection and monitoring in high-burden, low-resource settings. In particular, quantitative methods such as real-time PCR and bDNA assays enable healthcare providers to more accurately monitor viral loads and treatment efficacy [@ref93].

Current technologies for HBV/HCV detection focus predominantly on PCR as opposed to other isothermal amplification methods used for other viruses [@ref94]. As the cost of primers and enzymes continues to fall, however, the simpler thermal requirements and faster reaction times of isothermal techniques may lead to wider use in POC diagnostics for HBV/HCV in low-resource settings. These methods include loop mediated isothermal amplification, transcription mediated amplification, ligase chain reaction, and rolling circle amplification and have been reviewed elsewhere [@ref94], [@ref95].

B.. Laboratory Equipment Requirements {#sec3b}
-------------------------------------

The examples of *in vitro* molecular assays for HPV, HBV, and HCV described above demonstrate great potential for delivering molecular diagnostic capabilities to the POC in resource-limited settings. However, the relevance of high-quality molecular targets depends heavily on the availability of equipment necessary to prepare and process samples effectively. Nucleic acid testing platforms designed with high-throughput, automated sample preparation, and rapid turnaround time address shortages in workforce capacity and optimize the number of samples processed. In addition, ruggedizing platforms to be resistant to extreme temperatures, environmental pollutants, and frequent transport is essential for successful implementation in resource-limited settings.

The Cepheid GeneXpert I-XVI Platforms, for example, are used for detection of a range of biological agents and offer a simple, rapid option for molecular diagnostics [@ref96]. Samples are loaded into cartridges and depending on the device model, a number of samples can be tested concurrently [@ref96]. The GeneXpert Omni, not yet available for diagnostic use, offers a ruggedized version of the analysis platform that will use the same sample cartridges and has the ability to analyze one cartridge per run [@ref97]. While the Omni model will offer greater portability and durability to make the assays truly field-deployable, the cost of the cartridges remains high for widespread adoption in resource-limited settings. Additionally, only 12 hours of battery life limits its utility without regular access to power [@ref97].

The KS-Detect solar thermal PCR device ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}), however, presents a relevant example of ruggedization and miniaturization at a lower cost per test. The portable system amplifies target DNA by cycling samples through three temperature zones and performs subsequent analysis of amplified DNA at the POC [@ref74]. Reduced power consumption allows an iPhone battery or solar energy to provide necessary energy for 70+ hours of use, making the device a novel solution for PCR in settings with limited access to reliable power [@ref74], [@ref98]. The device case includes all material to conduct sample preparation and analysis, and it can be carried in one hand [@ref98]. While the device is currently targeted to detect Kaposi's sarcoma herpesvirus, use of primers for other oncogenic viruses could make the system useful for POC diagnosis across a range of molecular targets [@ref98]. FIGURE 2.KS-Detect System in Solar Heating Mode deployed outside of a rural clinic near Kampala, Uganda.

Particularly due to its portability and minimal power requirements, the KS-Detect design offers great promise for molecular diagnostics in resource-constrained settings. When healthcare workers can conduct PCR at the POC, it enables more sophisticated sample analysis. For example, it could allow the use of novel assays such as the GeneXpert BC Strat for stratification of estrogen receptor, progesterone receptor, HER2 and Ki67 status [@ref99]. This capability for more advanced analysis empowers providers by offering enhanced information for clinical decision making at the POC.

Management of NCDs such as cancer will increasingly rely on the decentralization of care and the extension of diagnostic and treatment capabilities to providers at the primary care level [@ref100]. In order to achieve successful decentralization, however, it is essential to equip providers and community healthcare workers with the appropriate tools and technologies to direct clinical treatment decisions [@ref101]. The innovative molecular assays and platforms discussed here will contribute to the effort to both diagnosis and monitor treatment progression in cancer patients across resource-settings, and evidence on their task-shifting potential should be explored as they continue into future stages of development. Note that because these assays and benchtop systems have been reviewed extensively elsewhere, they are not included in [Table 1](#table1){ref-type="table"}.

IV.. Tools for the Treatment of Cancer {#sec4}
======================================

As POC imaging and *in vitro* tools for the detection and diagnosis of cancer continue to evolve, the parallel development of resource-appropriate treatment options for patients must also occur. Upon a cancer diagnosis, patients must enter a health system properly equipped to prevent the advancement of disease when possible, manage follow-on care, and maintain quality of life during treatment. Relevant treatment technologies include screen-and-treat, surgical, chemotherapy and radiation, and palliative care tools.

A.. Screen and Treat Technologies {#sec4a}
---------------------------------

As discussed previously, the burden of cervical cancer falls disproportionately on women in LMICs. While screening frameworks continue to expand in these settings, POC technologies to treat precancerous cervical lesions once identified are critical to improving outcomes [@ref102]. There are many methods by which to treat cervical pre-cancer. Methods for excision of cervical pre-cancer, such as a Loop Electrosurgical Excision Procedure (LEEP), Large Loop Excision of the Transformation Zone (LLETZ), laser conization, cold-knife conization, or hysterectomy are often used in high-income settings, but the expertise and equipment required for these procedures are not appropriate for POC treatment by non-physician providers [@ref103]. Methods for ablation of cervical pre-cancer include laser ablation, cryotherapy, thermocoagulation (also called cold coagulation), electrocoagulation, and electrocautery. Like the excision methods, several of these options are not suitable for use at the POC in LMICs [@ref103]. Cryotherapy and thermocoagulation, however, are methods that lend themselves to adaptation for resource-limited settings by offering portability and simple protocols that complement pre-existing screen-and-treat approaches [@ref103]. Tools for these techniques are captured in [Table 1](#table1){ref-type="table"}.

Currently, gas-based cryotherapy is the standard treatment of precancerous lesions in LMICs. Although relatively low-cost, gas-based systems present significant challenges due to difficulties with safely procuring and transporting gas tanks to remote areas to support mobile screen-and-treat efforts. CryoPop, a modified gas-based system, uses CO~2~ gas at one tenth the amount of a traditional system per treatment, solving portability but not procurement challenges [@ref104]. CryoPen ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}), originally created for dermatologic lesions, has been adapted as a non-gas-based cryotherapy tool. CryoPen achieves cold temperatures using electricity by compression cooling technology, eliminating the need for compressed gas. When the probe is applied to cervical tissue, it freezes and crystallizes intracellular water, causing necrosis of pre-cancerous epithelial cells on the cervix. The device weighs 20 pounds, and battery power allows treatment of 24 women per day [@ref105]. Although approximately twice the fixed cost of gas-based devices, CryoPen reduces operational costs by eliminating the need for constant gas procurement [@ref105]. FIGURE 3.CryoPen (left) offers a smaller, gasless alternative to CO~2~-based systems for cryotherapy (right). CryoPen is also enclosed in a ruggedized container for easy transport.

Thermocoagulation, although used less frequently, has cure rates approaching those of other ablative methods such as cryotherapy [@ref106]. The Semm thermocoagulator was first developed in 1966, but with the emergence of excisional techniques, the method became less common in the treatment of precancerous lesions [@ref106], [@ref107]. However, in the absence of trained physicians, excision methods present significant risk to the patient during and after the procedure. Therefore, due to its safety, portability, and speed, thermocoagulation has resurfaced as a treatment option relevant for see-and-treat models in low-resource settings [@ref106]. The Semm device is currently being updated, now called the WiSAP Cold-Coagulator. It consists of probes attached to a simple control box by cables and an enlarged probe tip to accommodate variable lesion sizes [@ref108], [@ref109]. The Liger Thermo Coagulator is a battery-powered, portable, cordless, and handheld thermocoagulation device currently in clinical trials to validate its effectiveness in treating cervical precancerous lesions [@ref110].

Oral cancers also place a large burden on health systems in LMICs due to risk factors such as smoking, chewing tobacco, and exposure to infectious agents prevalent in lower-resource settings. Oral pre- and early stage cancer is well-suited to screen-and-treat approaches, but appropriately designed therapeutics must exist to improve outcomes. Photodynamic therapy, for example, uses a laser or broadband lamp to activate a photosensitizing molecule that selectively accumulates in malignant tissue, allowing site-directed tissue destruction [@ref111]. Currently in development, a battery-operated PDT device could allow therapy at the POC by leveraging high-output LEDs connected to a multimode fiber and a specially designed oral insert [@ref112], [@ref113]. The insert is crafted to direct intraoral light delivery to target lesions using a smartphone-based image guidance system and aminolevulinic acid (ALA) as a contrast agent [@ref112], [@ref113]. Particularly in areas with limited healthcare infrastructure, acceptable methods for treating early malignancies have the potential to greatly improve oral cancer outcomes in areas with high disease incidence.

B.. Surgery {#sec4b}
-----------

While early stage squamous cell carcinomas are well-suited to the screen-and-treat approach, a majority of advanced and non-squamous cell carcinomas will require more invasive treatment. Often used in conjunction with chemotherapy and radiation, surgery often has the most important role in cancer treatment plans. Particularly in low-resource settings where patients present with later stage disease, sophisticated, easy-to-use tools to perform surgical excision or tumor resection are essential.

Real-time optical imaging of the surgical site can provide immediate feedback to clinicians on post-resection margins. HRME is an example of a small, portable device that has the potential to be used for margin determination during a procedure. It offers the surgeon critical histologic information and could lead to fewer repeat procedures by ensuring more complete tumor resection [@ref29]. As novel applications of optical imaging at the POC continue to evolve, cancer surgeons in lower-resource settings will benefit from additional clinical decision-making tools.

C.. Chemotherapy and Radiation {#sec4c}
------------------------------

Capacity to provide chemotherapy and radiation therapy in conjunction with surgery is critical to cancer treatment programs in low-resource settings. In part, this capacity stems from reliable supply chains to procure essential chemo- and radiotherapy drugs. However, there is a large role for innovative, low-cost technologies to revolutionize the way that chemotherapy and radiation treatment is delivered in low-resource settings.

While there are a range of types of chemotherapy treatments, intravenous chemotherapy can require the use of an infusion pump to carefully control dosage over time. Currently in development, a low-cost infusion pump called AutoSyP offers laboratory accuracy of fluid delivery within 4% of the programmed flow rate [@ref114]. Battery-powered and operable for 66-hours per charge, AutoSyP offers consistent drug delivery in environments with less-reliable power sources. The device can be assembled for approximately \$500, which is a viable price point for hospitals in LMICs [@ref114].

The global disparity in access to radiotherapy is particularly great relative to other cancer treatment options. In high-resource settings, the provision of radiation therapy requires the expertise of a large team that includes several levels of healthcare professionals. In lower-resource settings where human resource capacity in health systems is already limited, severe shortages in equipment and trained staff present significant challenges. Therefore, a major component of appropriately designed tools for radiotherapy is a focus on task-shifting to less specialized levels of healthcare professionals.

The application of automated radiotherapy treatment planning has great potential to promote this task-shifting and address staffing shortages. Using real-time software and cloud-based capabilities, researchers are developing automated treatment planning algorithms for cervical, breast, and head and neck cancers [@ref115]. Preparatory steps such as isocenter detection and body segmentation are informed by the patient's imaging and verified by a Mobius 3D quality assurance (QA) system that ensures proper dose calculations and treatment parameters. Completion of a cervical cancer radiotherapy treatment plan, for example, takes less than 30 minutes. The goal of the system is to include several layers of internal QA to enable its use by junior staff [@ref115].

While addressing the significant shortages in human resources for radiotherapy is essential, it is also important to continue the development of novel treatment delivery technologies that increase treatment precision at an acceptable cost. Additionally, applying POC imaging or molecular diagnostic tools is also critical for ongoing treatment monitoring to evaluate patient progress during radiotherapy or chemotherapy regimens or for monitoring patients with chronic cancer conditions.

D.. Palliation {#sec4d}
--------------

Lastly, effective cancer treatment maintains the ability to preserve patient quality of life by controlling pain and physical symptoms during treatment, recovery, and at the end of life. One aspect of palliative care is pain control using low-cost, reliable drug delivery systems such as the aforementioned infusion pump [@ref114]. Its ability to reliably function without consistent access to power while delivering accurate drug dosages makes it a promising option for cancer care units seeking cost-appropriate solutions for infusion of pain medication.

Other tools to improve quality of life, such as stents for esophageal cancer patients, can play a role in providing late-stage presenters with drastic benefits in the final months of life [@ref116]. Self-expanding metal stents are an example of a low-cost intervention tool that can be tailored to a particular patient, markedly improving hydration and nutrition [@ref117]. Especially in settings where late-stage presentation is common, solutions to provide relief to patients with advanced disease will add substantial benefit to cancer care regimens [@ref118].

V.. Discussion {#sec5}
==============

In 2004, the WHO outlined a set of criteria, called the ASSURED guidelines, to promote affordable, sensitive, specific, user-friendly, rapid and robust, equipment-free, and deliverable to end-user POC technologies [@ref119]. These characteristics offer a strong framework by which to evaluate tools designed for providers in less-resourced settings. A burgeoning field, POC technologies for the detection, diagnosis, and treatment of cancer have the potential to revolutionize care delivery in low-resource settings while ultimately lowering costs. The tools discussed in this paper offer solutions that can fundamentally alter patient pathways, change the standard of care, and improve cancer patient outcomes by capitalizing on a range of innovations within the ASSURED framework.

Where it does not distract from or destabilize overall health systems strengthening, task-shifting, or delegating healthcare tasks where appropriate to less-specialized healthcare workers, will continue to play a growing role in healthcare systems, particularly in LMICs. While strengthening specializations central to cancer care such as oncology, pathology, and radiology is a long-term goal of cancer control initiatives, the most successful translational research focused on POC technologies currently focuses on real-work, on-the-ground scenarios and more applicability at the POC as well as affordability and ease of use by healthcare professionals with a range of training levels. For example, software innovations built to complement resource-appropriate hardware offer capabilities such as image-guided analysis or computer automated detection and diagnosis to enhance clinical decision making for non-specialists treating cancer patients. Usability is a central component of the technologies referenced in this review, and it will be necessary to continue to show evidence that they enhance task-shifting as they enter scalable phases of development [@ref19].

Another aspect of successful POC technologies is the ability to leverage the widespread infrastructure of mobile phone use in LMICs. Particularly for communities in which radiology and pathology subject matter expertise is limited, tools that offer image transmission to trained specialists in urban centers, for example, can crowdsource diagnosis and treatment planning decisions to qualified experts. Especially as wireless connectivity and cloud-computing capabilities improve, mobile health solutions have the potential to remove bottlenecks and offer access to high quality cancer care even in remote locations.

Particularly for NCDs, early intervention is key to improving disease outcomes. Tools that contribute to downstaging, or detecting disease at a less-advanced stage, hold great potential for patients at the primary care level in LMICs. The development of lab-based technologies useful for downstaging in high-income settings has provided an opportunity to adapt certain high-performance tools for use in LMICs. The miniaturization and ruggedization of *in vitro* diagnostics, for example, can improve the accuracy of diagnoses at the point-of-care for cancer patients, optimizing the use of already limited treatment resources. While these concepts are important for imaging tools at the POC as well, they are particularly essential for *in vitro* diagnostics. Continued emphasis on multiplexing, high-performance process automation, and compatibility with telemedicine infrastructure are also common components of the emerging cancer-specific molecular diagnostics discussed in this review.

For both imaging and *in vitro* diagnostics, technologies that provide rapid or real-time clinical information to providers are particularly poised to improve cancer care in LMICs. In lower-resource settings where patient loss to follow-up is a significant concern, tools that allow same-visit results can reduce this barrier. Particularly for those technologies designed for mobile clinic-style use to treat patients in remote areas, the speed of test results is an important consideration. However, to increase the effectiveness and long-term impact of the same-visit screen-and-treat options, the *in vitro* diagnostic POCTs must be sensitive and specific to reduce over diagnosis and over treatment.

Early detection and diagnosis tools can yield great progress towards revolutionizing cancer care systems in LMICs, but technologies for cancer treatment require equal attention. Especially as LMICs continue to integrate chronic care models into health systems, equipping providers with appropriately-designed treatment tools must be a priority. POC technologies for cancers that lend themselves well to screen-and-treat frameworks have been well-received in LMICs. However, for more complex cancers, more advanced capabilities in surgery and radiotherapy will be critical as the field progresses.

Lastly, the role of implementation science in the effective utilization and scaling-up of technology-based interventions for cancer care cannot be understated. The success of a POCT requires not only innovative and novel applications of the science but also careful attention to the health system, end-user, and patient that will ultimately use it.

VI.. Conclusion {#sec6}
===============

In recent years, technology development in high-income settings has rapidly advanced, particularly with respect to cancer detection, diagnosis, and treatment. However, this advancement has been slow to materialize for cancer care in less-resourced settings in both LMICs and high-income countries (HICs). It is imperative that the global research community mobilize around this issue, leveraging the ongoing POCT development mentioned in this paper to both build on successes and address challenges in the field. This mobilization should include a strong emphasis on supporting international technology development collaborations, funding promising POCT concepts for translation in low-resource settings, and training the next generation of scientists and engineers in resource-appropriate technology design. Each of these steps will ultimately contribute to equipping healthcare providers in low-resource settings with the appropriate tools for cancer control.

The burden of cancer continues to increase in LMICs, and disparities in cancer outcomes are growing in less-resourced settings of HICs. It is critical, therefore, that scientists, engineers, and clinicians continue to translate novel cancer care technologies into innovative, resource-appropriate tools for these environments. The ongoing revolutions in fields such as microfluidics and imaging science, in parallel with burgeoning telecommunications and mobile connectivity infrastructure, offer more opportunity and more obligation than ever before to revolutionize cancer care delivery for patients in less-resourced settings through appropriately designed POCTs.
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